
Canal View Primary School – P7 Home Learning 
Over the next two weeks, please complete the following tasks with your child. 

Date given week beginning 1st June 2020 
*Please chat to an adult at home and/or tweet how you felt about the task.  

WWW – What Went Well 
EBI – Even Better If… 

Next steps 
Reading: 
 
Reading for enjoyment. What have you been 
reading as a personal choice while at home? 
Devise a short review or a recommendation for 
something you have read to share. Let us know the 
genre of your reading and where you have been 
accessing materials – home, online, local library 
online, audio books… 

Spelling: 
 
Sounds: our/ure and tion/sion 
 
armour 
favourite 
duress 
manufacture 
collision 
transfusion 
direction 
acclimatisation 
 
Practise words using activities from spelling grid or 
active spelling games 

Writing: 
 
Write a letter to a friend or relative you haven’t seen 
recently telling them about your ‘lockdown’ experiences. 
What have you been doing to keep yourself busy? Have 
you tried anything new? How are you feeling? 
 
Remember the key feature of setting out and addressing 
a letter.  
 

Maths: 
• 921 plus 509 
• 381 less than 2082 
• product of 72 and 85 
• share 1248 by 3 

 
 
Marty had 2673 more lego bricks than Sam who only 
had 1765. How many lego bricks did Marty have? 
How many bricks were there in total? 

Health and Wellbeing: 
 
Complete Jo Wicks daily workout from twitter 
 
Why is sleep and rest important for keeping you 
healthy? Find out about this and share your thoughts 
and findings in an interesting way.  

IDL: 
 
We have been learning about the human body and its 
main organs. Find out about the kidneys. Draw and 
label a diagram of them. Make notes about how they 
work, why they are important and health conditions that 
may affect them. Note ways we can keep this organ 
healthy. 

 

Other: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround - Watch and discuss 
 
Digital Learning: Develop coding skills using Code.Org or Scratch 
 
 
At the end of the period think about and answer the following questions together with an adult. 
Feel free to tweet comments/photos of you tasks and/or add them to your SeeSaw journal. 
Remember to comment/message if you’re needing some help. 
What was your favourite task and why? 
What were you really pleased with? 
What would you like more help with or to do more of? 

Thanks you for working in partnership with us to support and develop your child’s learning.   
 


